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Abstract: A clustering prior weighted semi-supervised learning method called WXGCB has 

been proposed, which combines the characteristics of the cluster-then-label semi-supervised 

method and space-level constraint semi-supervised method. WXGCB can use mixed 

variable information, data prior information, and clustering prior information based on 

different clustering algorithms to adjust the distance matrix, thereby transforming different 

supervised learning algorithms into semi-supervised learning algorithms for improving 

their prediction accuracy. Due to the fact that WXGCB does not require internal 

adjustments to the clustering algorithms and supervised learning algorithms used, this 

method can flexibly combine different clustering algorithms and supervised learning 

algorithms to find combinations that can better compensate for each other's shortcomings, 

and can easily convert various supervised learning algorithms into semi-supervised learning 

algorithms. To verify the effectiveness of WXGCB, WXGCB transformed two supervised 

learning algorithms KSNN and DBGLM into semi-supervised mixed variable learning 

algorithms SMKSNN and SMGLM, and conducted performance comparison experiments 

with the other two semi-supervised learning algorithms on six benchmark datasets. 

1. Introduction 

Machine learning addresses the question of how to build computers that improve automatically 

through experience, and is one of today’s most rapidly growing technical fields, lying at the 

intersection of computer science and statistics, and at the core of artificial intelligence and data 

science [1]. After about 80 years of development, machine learning has produced numerous 

branches and achievements [2,3]. Machine learning algorithms can be roughly divided into 

supervised learning, semi-supervised learning, and unsupervised learning based on the degree of 

dependence of algorithms on prior information such as data labels in the dataset being studied. 

Supervised learning algorithms require sufficient prior information on the data to be learned, 

which usually means that the data labels of the training set are known. KNN is a classic supervised 
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classification algorithm that finds k nearest training vectors xi, xi+1,...,xi+k of the predicted vector xj 

and determines that xj should belong to the same class as the training vector with the highest 

number of classes among these k vectors [4-6]. KSNN is a powerful variant of KNN, which 

proposes an effective method to solve the problem of optimal number of neighbors and the optimal 

weight value [7]. GLM is a classic regression algorithm that proposes a more generalized linear 

model framework that allows response variables to be not only continuous variables of normal 

distribution but also other types of distributions, such as binomial distribution, Poisson distribution, 

etc [8]. DBGLM is a variant of GLM where explanatory information is coded as distances [9]. 

Unlike GLM, which uses training vector sets or sample feature matrices as inputs, DBGLM can use 

dissimilarity matrices or distance matrices as inputs and can more naturally use mixed variables. 

Although these supervised algorithms have superior performance, they are limited by being able to 

train only on labeled data with sufficient prior information, and cannot further improve model 

performance by utilizing unlabeled data without prior information. 

Unsupervised learning can only utilize the feature vectors of samples and cannot utilize prior 

information, and clustering algorithms are one of the important branches of unsupervised learning 

[10]. DBSCAN is a classic density-based clustering algorithm that can effectively handle clusters of 

different shapes, including non-convex clusters, and identify outlier noise points [11]. HDBSCAN, 

which is a variant of DBSCAN, can handle clusters of different shapes and densities well, and can 

adaptively select suitable epsilon neighborhood [12]. Similar to supervised learning, these powerful 

unsupervised learning algorithms cannot further improve clustering performance by utilizing prior 

information. Additionally, they are limited by the characteristics of measurement functions and can 

only utilize a single numerical variable. 

Semi-supervised learning algorithms can comprehensively utilize data with prior information 

and data without prior information to improve algorithm performance. Nowadays, the research field 

of semi-supervised learning has generated many different branches [13]. Cluster-then-label semi-

supervised learning method uses the clustering results generated on all datasets to assist the 

subsequent supervised learning algorithm, thus comprehensively utilizing data with prior 

information and data without prior information in the overall algorithm. The graph-based semi-

supervised learning method represents data points as nodes in the graph and then constructs edges 

of the graph-based on their similarity. Then, a prediction model is constructed based on the idea that 

unlabeled data points adjacent to or similar to labeled data points may belong to the same category. 

The space-level constraint semi-supervised learning method is similar to the graph based semi-

supervised learning method, which achieves soft constraints by transforming prior information into 

bringing the distance between two data points closer or farther apart [14]. In the field of semi-

supervised learning, many achievements have been made, including many powerful semi-

supervised learning algorithms [15]. WSVM is a variant of SVM that proposes a new label 

generation strategy to handle the mixed integer programming problem, thereby improving the 

model's performance on weakly labeled data [16,17]. MCPL proposes a general way to perform 

semi-supervised parameter estimation for likelihood-based classifiers on the full training set where 

the estimates are never worse than the supervised solution in terms of the log-likelihood, and MCPL 

is applied to LDA to generate an algorithm instance MCPLDA to verify its effectiveness [18,19].  

In this paper, a clustering prior weighted semi-supervised learning method called WXGCB has 

been proposed, which combines the characteristics of the cluster-then-label semi-supervised method 

and space-level constraint semi-supervised method. Firstly, WXGCB utilizes the information in 

mixed variables by using mixed variable metric functions to calculate the mixed variable distance 

matrix Mm. Compared to the distance matrix Mn of a single variable, Mm has a higher dimension, 

resulting in a sparser feature space and clearer boundaries between data points of different 

categories. Then WXGCB converts the prior information of the training set, such as data labels, into 
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space-level constraints and weights the corresponding elements in Mm according to these constraints, 

obtaining a constrained weighted matrix Ms that carries both mixed variable information and data 

prior information. Ms will be directly inputted into an unsupervised clustering algorithm by 

WXGCB and the clustering results will be obtained. Due to the prior information and mixed 

variable information contained in Ms, the clustering results may be more reliable. The clustering 

results will be assumed by WXGCB as weak prior information with lower confidence than the prior 

information in the dataset and transformed into space-level constraints to further adjust Ms, 

obtaining the clustering prior weighting matrix Mc. Mc will be directly used as input to a supervised 

learning algorithm by WXGCB, which includes weak prior information of the clustering algorithm, 

prior information of the dataset, and mixed variable information to help this supervised algorithm. 

For example, since HDBSCAN can effectively cluster clusters of any shape and density and 

identify outlier noise points, the weak prior information in HDBSCAN-based Mc contains this 

information, which may supplement the shortcomings of subsequent supervised algorithm KNN. 

Specifically, it can alleviate the sensitivity of the KNN algorithm to noise outliers and class 

imbalance and may improve the final prediction results. In addition, due to the mixed variable 

information in Mc, the prediction results for mixed variable datasets may also be improved. The 

main idea of WXGCB is shown in Figure 1. 

 
(a) The feature space of Mn             (b) The feature space of Mm 

 
(c) The feature space of Ms                    (d) The feature space of Mc 

Figure 1: The main idea of WXGCB. 

2. Proposed Method 

2.1. Mixed Variable Distance Matrix Based on Mixed Variable Metric Function 

First of all, the meaning of mixed variables in this paper will be clearly defined and carefully 

explained. Stevens measurement scale typology is composed of four types of variables including 

nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio according to their statistical meaning and permissible statistics 

[20]. Nominal variable, which is a unique identifier in the form of colors, letters, etc., is only 

allowed to calculate mode, numbers, etc. It is not allowed to compare, add, subtract, multiply, and 

divide. Categorical and binary variables belong to nominal variables. Ordinal variable, which is the 

determination of sort such as larger and smaller, is further allowed to calculate median, quartile, etc. 

Ordinal variable value is not allowed to add, subtract, multiply, and divide. The interval variable, 
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which has an equidistant numerical level between adjacent values based on the ordinal variable, is 

also allowed to calculate sum, difference, etc. But interval variable value is not allowed to multiply 

and divide because it has no exact zero such as Celsius degree. A ratio variable with a definite zero 

is allowed to do any calculation. The numerical variable belongs to the ratio variable. Therefore, the 

amount of information contained and the types of operation methods are sequentially increasing 

among the four variable types. 

If machine learning algorithms can utilize mixed variables instead of single variables, the 

accuracy of predictions may improve due to the increase in information. For the distance calculation 

of mixed variable data, if variables of low-level type are included in the operation of high-level 

without additional prior information, it is impermissible and meaningless according to Stevens 

typology. Conversely, including variables of high-level type in the operation of low-level causes 

information loss. So it is a challenge to measure the distance between mixed data without variable 

type conversion. To solve this problem, many mixed variable metric functions have been proposed 

[21]. In this paper, the classic Gower distance is used as an example [22]. The metric function for 

calculating mixed variables using Gower distance is given by  
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Where sijl is the general similarity coefficient between two data points xi and xj on feature l, 

representing the degree of similarity. sij is the weighted average general similarity coefficient, and in 

this paper, the weight value defaults to 1. The calculation method for the general similarity 

coefficient sijl is as follows 
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Where lr means ratio variable such as numerical variable while ln means nominal variable such 

as binary variable and category variable. Let training set Mx = (x1,x2,...,xn)T is an object-feature 

matrix with n rows and p columns, where each object vector xi = (xi1,xi2,...,xip)T is composed of p 

feature elements. By using mixed variable metric functions such as Gower distance, WXGCB can 

calculate the mixed variable distance matrix Mm from Mx as follows 
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Where 0 indicates that the distance from the object itself to itself should be 0. Compared to the 

single variable distance matrix Mn calculated from the features of a single variable, the algorithm 

using Mm is more likely to have higher prediction accuracy. On the one hand, this may be because 

Mm contains more relevant information, and on the other hand, it may be because the mixed 

variable feature space has a higher dimension than the single variable feature space, resulting in a 
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more sparse feature space where different data points in different data clusters are easier to 

distinguish from each other.  

2.2. Constrained Weighted Distance Matrix Based on Space Level Constraint 

In semi-supervised learning methods, prior information refers to existing prior knowledge or 

additional information about data, usually obtained from the context of domain knowledge, domain 

experts, other data sources, or problems. The types of prior information usually include data labels, 

similarity relationships between data points, data distribution, and so on. In terms of the 

representation of prior information, space-level constraint method are similar to instance-level 

constraint method, which represent prior information as paired constraints. Paired constraints can 

indicate whether two objects belong to the same or different categories. Specifically, if two objects 

belong to the same category, a must link (ML) constraint can be generated between them; On the 

contrary, if two objects belong to different categories, a cannot link (CL) constraint can be 

generated between them. However, the space-level constraint method further transforms pairing 

constraints into correcting the distance between data points in the feature space, thereby achieving 

soft constraints and alleviating constraint violation issues. Specifically, the distance between two 

data points with ML constraint will be reduced, while the distance between two data points with CL 

constraint will be enlarged. To utilize this idea, WXGCB converts CL and ML constraints into 

weights and weights the elements in the Mm matrix to change the distance between relevant data 

points, thereby representing prior information as an adjustment to the distance matrix. In this way, 

the constrained weighted distance matrix Ms containing prior information and mixed variable 

information can be given by 
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Where ws is Ms is the weight obtained by converting two paired constraints, while Mw
s is a 

weight matrix composed of all weights. ws is given by  
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Where vs is a fixed weight value greater than 1, used to represent the strength of the constraint, 

which defaults to 4 in this paper.  

2.3. Clustering Prior Weighting Matrix Based on Clustering Results 

Cluster-then-label semi-supervised learning method is a common strategy in semi-supervised 

learning. Its main idea is to first cluster unlabeled data, and then assign labels to the data points in 

the cluster based on the clustering results. The goal of this method is to enhance the performance of 

the model by utilizing the inherent distribution structure of the data. Similarly, WXGCB also uses 

clustering results to correct the training data of subsequent supervised learning algorithms, making 

the dataset more likely to conform to the internal distribution structure, thereby improving model 

performance. Due to being directly used as input to the clustering algorithm by WXGCB, the mixed 

variable information and prior information contained in Ms may make the clustering results more 
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reflective of the potential distribution structure of the data. In WXGCB, clustering results are 

considered weak prior information. Similar to the utilization of prior information, weak prior 

information will be transformed into ML and CL constraints, and further transformed into weights 

as follows 
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Where vc is a fixed weight value greater than 1, used to represent the strength of the constraint, 

which defaults to 2 in this paper. Considering that the clustering results belong to weak prior 

information, their confidence level is usually lower than the prior information of the dataset. 

Therefore, a weight value smaller than vs is usually a suitable choice. Then, similar to the 

calculation of Ms, the clustering prior weight matrix Mc is the Hadamard product of Ms, and the 

clustering prior weight matrix Mw
c is as follows 
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Since Mc is weighted on the basis of Ms, it not only includes clustering prior information, but 

also preserves mixed variable information and prior information of the dataset. In fact, prior 

clustering information may reinforce the additional information. 

WXGCB directly uses Mc as an input to a distance-based supervised learning algorithm to 

transform it into a semi-supervised learning algorithm that can utilize mixed variables, dataset prior 

information, and clustering prior information. Due to the lack of internal changes to this clustering 

algorithm and this supervised learning algorithm during this process, different supervised learning 

algorithms can be directly transformed from WXGCB to semi-supervised learning algorithms, and 

WXGCB can easily use different combinations of clustering algorithms and supervised learning 

algorithms to adapt to different datasets and learning objectives. In this paper, we present two 

combination examples in WXGCB, one using a combination of HDBSCAN and KSNN, and the 

other using a combination of HDBSCAN and DBGLM. HDBSCAN can effectively cluster clusters 

of different shapes and densities and identify outlier noise points. Therefore, the clustering of prior 

information generated by HDBSCAN may effectively alleviate some of the problems of supervised 

learning algorithms, such as outlier sensitivity and class imbalance sensitivity. 

3. Experiment and Result 

3.1. Experimental Design 

3.1.1. Comparison Algorithms 

In this paper, WXGCB selects Gower distance as the mixed variable metric function and 

HDBSCAN as the clustering algorithm for generating weak prior information as a version of 

WXGCB. Then WXGCB converts KSNN into SMKSNN, and DBGLM into SMGLM as two 

examples of semi-supervised learning algorithms transformed by WXGCB. In order to verify the 

effectiveness of WXGCB, SMKSNN and SMGLM will conduct comparative experiments with 

their respective original algorithms SKNN and GLM on the benchmark datasets, and further 
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conduct comparative experiments with semi-supervised learning algorithms WSVM and MCPLDA 

on the same benchmark datasets. In addition, the prototype algorithm KNN of KSNN and the 

prototype algorithm SVM of WSVM are also included in comparative experiments. In the 

experiment, KNN is implemented by R package class, KSNN is implemented by R package KsNN, 

DBGLM is implemented by R package dbstats, SVM is implemented by R package e1071, WSVM 

and MCPLDA are implemented by R package RSSL, HDBSCAN is implemented by R package 

dbscan, and Gower distance is implemented by R package kmed. The entire experiment was run in 

R version 4.1.3 with an Intel Core i7-10870H CPU and 16GB RAM. 

3.1.2. Benchmark Datasets 

The SMKSNN and SMGLM semi-supervised learning algorithms obtained from WXGCB 

transformation will be compared with the six comparison algorithms mentioned above on 

benchmark datasets as Table 1 shows. The benchmark dataset includes four artificial datasets with 

different characteristics as Figure 2 shows and two real-world datasets from UC Irvine Machine 

Learning Repository. The true label values of all datasets are set as a sequence of integer values that 

gradually increase from 1 to the number of clusters. 

Table 1: Benchmark Datasets. 

Dataset n k pn pb pc 

NOISE 70 2 2 0 0 

RING 150 2 2 0 0 

HALFRING 120 2 2 0 0 

OVERLAP 100 2 2 1 0 

FLAG 194 8 10 12 6 

FERTILITY 100 2 2 3 4 

Where n is object quantity, k is cluster quantity, pn is numerical variable dimension, pb is binary 

variable dimension, pc is categorical variable dimension. 

FLAG is a mixed variable dataset with real-world data about various nations around the world 

and their corresponding flags. This dataset consists of 194 objects and their 30-dimensional mixed 

variable features. In this experiment, the predicted feature is set to the religious type of the country 

to which the flag belongs. Due to the inclusion of 8 religious types in this feature, the actual number 

of clusters in this dataset is 8. The number of objects contained in each category ranges from 4 to 60, 

so FLAG is essentially an imbalanced dataset in terms of categories. In addition, the feature about 

the country name to which the flag belongs is deleted because each object has its own unique 

country name, making this feature meaningless for predicting the target. The remaining 10 

numerical variables, 12 binary variables, and 6 category variables are used for algorithm learning.  

FERTILITY is also a mixed variable dataset about real-world medical examination results with 

100 objects on 9-dimensional mixed variables and is divided into two categories by medical experts. 

One class contains 12 objects while the other class contains 88 objects, so this is also an imbalanced 

dataset in terms of categories. The features used for algorithm learning include 4 category variables, 

3 binary variables, and 2 numerical variables. 
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(a) Noisy clusters                       (b) Nested clusters 

 
(c) Non-convex clusters                         (d) Overlapping clusters 

Figure 2: Artificial datasets. 

NOISE is an artificial dataset containing two-dimensional numerical variable features. It can be 

divided into two clusters, namely a compact real cluster with 50 objects and a scattered noise cluster 

with 20 objects as background noise (Figure 2a). Therefore, essentially NOISE is a noisy dataset.    

RING is an artificial dataset containing two-dimensional numerical variable features, consisting 

of two concentric circles, with a small circle containing 50 objects and a large circle containing 100 

objects (Figure 2b). Therefore, RING is essentially a class imbalanced dataset. 

HALFRING is also an artificial dataset containing two-dimensional numerical variable features, 

consisting of two semi-circular clusters with similar sizes that are relative to each other and 

interlaced with each other without any overlap (Figure 2c). Therefore, HALFRING is a non-convex 

cluster dataset with two clusters each cluster containing 60 objects.   

OVERLAP is a mixed variable artificial dataset consisting of two numerical variables and one 

binary variable. In a feature space composed of two numerical variables, it is composed of two 

overlapping clusters (Figure 2d). However, the boundary between the two clusters on the binary 

variable is very clear, so OVERLAP is a dataset of overlapping clusters but with distinguishable 

mixed variable information. 

3.1.3. Parameters Settings 

Each benchmark dataset is divided into two halves, with half being used as the training set to 

train the models and the other half as the testing set to verify the prediction accuracy of the models. 

Then, the training set uses 5-fold cross-validation to obtain the appropriate hyperparameters for 

each algorithm. Before dividing the dataset and cross-validation, in order to ensure that each subset 

can retain the inherent data structure of the original benchmark dataset, the experiment randomly 
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divided the original benchmark dataset into 10 folds using stratified sampling. For cases where the 

number of objects in a certain layer of a fold is not an integer multiple of 10, the experiment uses 

random oversampling to supplement the number of objects. 

In terms of parameter optimization of the algorithm. MCPLDA does not use 5-fold cross-

validation but trains the model directly on the training set according to the default maximum 

number of iterations parameter. DBGLM also directly trains the model on the training set, using 

Poisson regression models and logarithmic linking functions to establish response variables and 

linear predictions, and using effective rank to fit the generalized linear model. SMGLM is the same 

as DBGLM in setting these parameters but requires the 5-fold cross-validation to select the 

hyperparameter of HDBSCAN, which is the minimum number of neighbors MinPts. The tuning 

range is from 2 to the number of objects. Similarly, SMKSNN also needs to find the optimal MinPts 

within this range through cross-validation. In addition, SMKSNN also needs to find the optimal 

number of neighbors k by 5-fold cross-validation, ranging from 1 to the number of objects. KSNN 

and KNN also use the same range to find suitable k values. SVM and WSVM use linear kernels and 

use 5-fold cross-validation to find the optimal cost of constraints violation, with a search range of 2-

8, 2-7,..., 20,..., 27, 28. 

3.1.4. Parameters Settings 

Due to the inclusion of both regression and classification algorithms in the experiment, the 

predicted results are either continuous variable values or integer values. In order to facilitate and 

accurately compare these results, the evaluation index of the experimental results is selected as the 

mean absolute error (MAE) as follows 
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Where yi is the real label of object i while yi
r is the predicted label of the same object. MAE can 

represent the average degree to which all predicted results of a prediction model deviate from the 

actual results. 

3.2. Experimental Result 

 
(a) KNN, KSNN, and SMKSNN             (b) DBGLM and SMGLM 
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(c) MCPLDA, SMKSNN, and SMGLM              (d) SVM, WSVM, SMKSNN, and SMGLM 

Figure 3: Experimental result. 

The experimental result of the comparison of SMKSNN with its prototype algorithms KSNN and 

KNN is shown in Figure 3a. SMKSNN has the lowest MAE on all datasets, which means that 

SMKSNN has the lowest degree of deviation from prior results in terms of prediction accuracy. 

The experimental result of the comparison of SMGLM with its prototype algorithms DBGLM is 

shown in Figure 3b. In this experiment, SMGLM has lower MAE than DBGLM in all datasets, 

which means that SMGLM has the lowest degree of deviation from prior results in terms of 

prediction accuracy. 

The comparison results of SMKSNN, SMGLM, and semi-supervised learning algorithm 

MCPLDA are shown in Figure 3c. The MAE of SMGLM and SMKSNN is lower than that of 

MCPLDA in all datasets. In addition, SMKSNN performs better than SMGLM on datasets 

HALFRING, NOISE, OVERLAP, and RING, while the opposite is true on datasets FLAG and 

FERTILITY. 

The comparison results of SMKSNN, SMGLM, SVM, and semi-supervised learning algorithm 

WSVM are shown in Figure 3d. Due to the fact that WSVM can only directly handle binary 

classification tasks, these experimental results are limited to binary classification datasets. On all 

datasets, the results of SMKSNN and SMGLM outperform those of SVM and WSVM. 

4. Conclusions 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the experimental results. Firstly, SMKSNN and 

SMGLM demonstrate better predictive accuracy than their respective prototype algorithms KSNN 

and DBGLM in these benchmark datasets. This indicates that the prediction accuracy of supervised 

learning algorithms that can utilize mixed variable information, data prior information, and 

clustering prior information may be improved by transforming WXGCB into a semi-supervised 

clustering algorithm. In addition, the predictive accuracy of SMKSNN and SMGLM in these 

benchmark datasets is attributed to the semi-supervised learning algorithms MCPLDA and WSVM, 

which suggests that the semi-supervised learning algorithm transformed by WXGCB may have 

better predictive accuracy than traditional and specialized semi-supervised learning algorithms. The 

WXGCB in this paper is only an example of WXGCB. By improving the Gower distance to other 

potential metric functions that are more suitable for certain mixed variable datasets, and selecting a 

combination of other clustering algorithms and supervised learning algorithms, the performance of 

WXGCB may be further improved on certain datasets. WXGCB, a distance matrix based method, 

also provides a new feasible research direction for quickly transforming supervised learning 

algorithms into semi-supervised learning algorithms to utilize additional information to improve the 

performance of the original algorithm. 
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